Bugs & Wish list

Captcha is not working anymore for anonymous post, registration, etc...

Status
  ✅ Closed

Subject
  Captcha is not working anymore for anonymous post, registration, etc...

Version
  23.x

Category
  - Regression
  - Release Blocker
  - Upgrade Blocker

Feature
  Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)

Resolution status
  Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
  Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Keep informed
  Jorge Sá Pereira, Roberto Kirschbaum

Lastmod by
  Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
  ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ [0]

Description
  The Tiki default captcha image for anonymous to register, post a comment, etc doesn’t displays numbers anymore forbidding actions to be completed.

  I saw this on a Tiki23 production I have and on nextdoc:

  ![Image]

Solution
  Maybe fixed by 5fbe9320?
  It is not yet merged yet into Tiki23: https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/877

Workaround
  Switched to recaptcha Google and it works.

Importance
  10 high

Easy to solve?
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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Comments

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 02 Sep 21 09:12 GMT-0000
I don’t see it backported in Tiki23 so this is not good.

Jorge Sá Pereira 03 Sep 21 11:57 GMT-0000
Forgot to hit the merge button! It's now merged!

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 11 Sep 21 18:44 GMT-0000
Thanks!
Tested, good fix.

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7819-Captcha-is-not-working-anymore-for-anonymous-post-registration-etc